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Edgefinity IoT Overview

Edgefinity IoT for Shipping & Receiving

To compete successfully in today’s fast-paced industrial landscape, you need to achieve the highest
degree of inventory accuracy. To maximize profits, you must ensure inventory availability, cut shrinkage
and reduce time spent on cycle counts and receiving.

Edgefinity IoT is real time tracking software for organizations looking to gain real time visibility
across large industrial environments. Whether you need to track large amounts of inventory,
locate misplaced equipment, or ensure the safety of your employees, Edgefinity IoT lets you
quickly deploy advanced, industrial strength real time tracking capabilities.

Shipping, receiving, and inventory management are all challenging aspects to any distribution center or
operation. Make it simpler with Edgefinity IoT software application. Get more accurate parcel tracking,
and easier applications from CYBRA. Gain the ability to locate single items quickly within your
warehouse or distribution center. Increase productivity at packing stations while raising inventory accuracy.
Edgefinity IoT lets you track your inventory right down to the itemized level.

At RMS Omega, we are a single-source provider for all components of your RFID project.

If you’re considering RFID for asset tracking, inventory management, or any other business application, feel
free to contact us at info@rmsomega.com or call 888.857.8402 to get answers to your questions, learn more
about RFID systems and solutions, and find out how we can help you achieve a successful implementation.

Ready to Explore the Possibilities with RFID?

Search in Real-Time

Within Edgefinity IoT, you
can add all the assets,
goods and inventory

you want to track. Once
loaded into Edgefinity, you

can track and search for
items, and find them on

your distribution center’s
floor plan.�

Speed Things Up

If your distribution center
is shipping and receiving
large sums of packages

each day, you know it’s all
about throughput. With
Edgefinity IoT, you can

audit every item in every
carton received, and every
outbound carton packed.�

Track Inventory

To make the most of
your distribution center’s

space, maintaining
accurate inventory

information is key. Receive
alerts when items run low.
And, running cycle counts

only takes minutes, so
you’re always up to date.�


